“Welcome to the Self-Existing Owl Moon of Form! This is the 4th Moon of the Planetary Service
Wavespell, holding the power of self-existing form

In the pulsar geometry, the fourth tone begins the third-dimensional mind pulsar. Everything in the third
dimension comes first from mind.
We are the planet, our one mind is the planetary mind. Our collective unification as a single total is the
salvation of the planet and resurrection into galactic consciousness. This is also called the noosphere."
—Jose Arguelles/Valum Votan
This Self-Existing Moon we are being called to define and redefine our form of perception and action on
behalf of the whole. The first step is by listening to and heeding the voice of our true essence.

The totem for this moon is the owl of wisdom asking: Who? Who are we? Who are we becoming? The
essential point here is being able to hear the voice of our essence. Everything depends on this.

How much of our life is dictated by seeming "obligations." And how much of our life is dictated by our
true essence? It is not enough to just listen to the voice, but to take to heart what it says and to stay
true to its command despite other people's opinions. It is the voice of our essence that connects us to
our part of the Cosmic Plan. It is our essence that unifies us in our unique way to the whole. The more
we listen to it, the more it will be able to unlock the entire "universal mechanism."

Heptad 13: "Spirit evolves Prophecy" (18-24 Oct)

Path connection and planetary influence:
White Wind (GK Uranus) & Red Skywalker (SP Mars)

Dali 1 - Kin 248, Yellow Magnetic Star (18 Oct)
This 28-day Moon begins on a Full Moon, synchronizing the harmonic standard 28-day cycle with the 29.5day synodic lunar cycle!
Today also begins the 13-day Yellow Star Wavespell, power of Elegance: Truth of GK Venus remembered…
(Will complete on Kin 260, Self-Existing Silio 14 / October 30). This is the 20th and final 13-day cycle of the
260-day Tzolkin!

Limi 13 - Kin 260, Yellow Cosmic Sun (30 Oct)
Galactic Activation Portal and day of many completions:
The end of the “Cosmic Matrix” 4-day Harmonic (began 27 Oct)
The end of the 13-day Yellow Star Wavespell of Elegance (began 18 Oct 2013)
The end of the 52-day Green Central Castle of Enchantment (began 9 Sep 2013)
The end of the 260-kin Tzolkin! (began 13 Feb 2013)
Today we also complete Pacal Votan's "Book of Harmony" a vast 4,160-day cycle that began on Kin 1,
Crystal 10, Yellow Solar Seed Year (June 8, 2002).
The "Book of Harmony" is eight "Wisdom Cycles" of 520-days each: One 260-day cycle of Becoming, one
260-day cycle of Return. This is a holographic mirroring of the Tzolkin, where the Cycle of Becoming ends at
Kin 130 and the Cycle of Return is Kin 131- 260.

The Book of Harmony was the Master Wisdom Cycle of "Becoming", and tomorrow we start the Master
Wisdom Cycle of Return: or the Cycle of the Second Creation.

The wheels of Becoming and Return correspond to 13 chromatic octaves, each describing different levels of
internal process.
Silio 14 - Kin 1, Red Magnetic Dragon (31 Oct)
Galactic Activation Portal and a day of many new beginnings:
New 520-day Wisdom Cycle - "Solar Wisdom of Intention" (ends Solar 28, Red Solar Moon Year / 3 Apr
2015)
New 260-day Galactic Spin/Tzolkin (ends Cosmic 21 / 17 July 2014)
New 52-day Red Eastern Castle of Turning (ends Rhythmic 9 Solstice / 21 December 2013)
New 13-day Red Dragon Wavespell of Birth: Truth of GK Neptune remembered…) (ends Self-Existing 26 /
12 Nov)
New 5-day Wisdom Chromatic Birth of Life Force (ends Self-Existing 18 / 5 Nov)
New 4-day Harmonic: Inform Flowering of Form (ends Self-Existing 17 / 4 Nov / New Moon)
Just as the falcon entering its gyre henceforth spins without turning back, so once a planetary kin has
entered the Magnetic Dragon gate of the Castle of Turning, there is no turning back, only turning and turning
again through the endless and infinite castle spires of the mighty Timeship Earth 2013. —Dreamspell
Genesis”
Taken from the Noos-letter of the Law of Time

In relation to the 2 wavespells of the year, that of the Red Galactic Earth, attracting the power of navigation
and being able to flow in synchronicity, and the wavespell of the Red Magnetic Moon, attracting the power of
purification and the possibility to redeem the theft of Time, this fourth moon relates to the fourth step of the
wavespells, the Yellow Self-existing Sun and the Yellow Self-existing Human. We have the chance to give
form to the light, to the universal fire, to life and at the same time see that it is a free choice of the human
being to do so. We can contact the inner fire of our true essence and give it a definition in order to influence
and give shape to our wisdom. The more we purify what we are, the more we can flow in tune with the
calling of our inner voice and in alignment with the divine plan..that is to give form to our free will.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibriums 20, 12 and 4. We ca rescue our inner
child and become a starchild again and bring peace to the new aeon. This is the initiation the human has to
go through..rediscover the innocence of the child, in order to bring forth his knowledge and wisdom

